, a study of a major treatise produced against the Malabar Rites at the beginning of the eighteenth century. Two synthetic works can also be mentioned: Émile AMANN, Malabares (Rites), in: Dictionnaire de théologie catholique, contenant l'exposé des doctrines de la théologie catholique, leurs preuves et leur histoire, 9/2: MabillonMarletta, ed. Alfred VACANT et al. (Paris 1927) col. 1704-1745; Edward René HAMBYE, History of Christianity in India, 3: Eighteenth Century (Bangalore 1997) although of a very different nature, both in Asia and in Europe. In India and China, what was at stake was the continuation of promising missions and their unity within the Catholic orthodoxy and orthopraxis. In Europe the Catholic church had to demonstrate to internal and external critics, such as respectively the Jansenists and the Protestants, that its missionary efforts were indeed conducive to the expansion of a genuine form of Christianity. Moreover, the good name and even the very destiny of the powerful Society of Jesus were put in question by the disputes on these Asian practices. The Malabar Rites controversy consisted to a great extent in an excruciating debate on the decree Inter graviores that Carlo Tomaso Maillard de Tournon (1668-1710), Patriarch of Antioch and papal legate to China and the East Indies, had issued in Pondichéry, a French settlement on the Coromandel Coast of India, on 23 June 1704 and published on the following 8 July 3 . The final papal condemnation of the Chinese and Malabar Rites, respectively in 1742 and 1744, prepared the ground for the suppression of the Society of Jesus in Portugal in 1759, then in the countries ruled by different Bourbon sovereigns -France in 1762-1764, Spain and Naples in 1767, Parma in 1768 -, and finally all over the world in 1773 4 .
The rites controversies were debated throughout Europe and gave rise to a vast literature, both printed and in manuscript form. Within this wide corpus, whose full extension has not yet been charted, we can find works of different kinds. There are innumerable notorious libels, in which the Jesuits were accused of being hypocrites and idolaters by the opponents of the rites, who were in their turn stigmatised as Jansenists. However, there were also works that, even though produced in order to affirm a specific position within the controversy, did contain erudite or informed orientalist analyses of the Indian and Chinese cultures and religions 5 . Finally, we find publications that aimed at describing the history of the missions in India and China, highlighting the alleged faults of the adversaries and the merits of one's own position.
The matter of contention in the rites controversies was the extent to which Christianity could be adapted to the cultural and social traits of civilisations that were very different from the Western one. The Jesuits overshadowed all other religious orders in the evangelisation of South and East Asia in the Early Modern age, at least in terms of self-representation. Thanks to audacious forms of missionary adaptation -technically known as accommodatio -, they were able to implant Christianity beyond the narrow limits of the Portuguese Estado da Índia, the thalassocratic sphere of influence that the Lusitans had established in Asia after the foundational expedition of Vasco da Gama in 1498. While in areas under direct Portuguese control, such as Goa on the western coast of India, a full-fledged colonial society was created and the process of conversion was understood as a form of Lusitanisation, no evangelical progress could be attained in areas under the control of native rulers unless new methods were envisaged. In China this adaptation was undertaken for the first time by the Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci (1552 Ricci ( -1610 , who came to the conclusion that the only way to have Christianity respected and considered as a serious religious option was to make it compatible with the official Confucian ethics professed by 5 On the Jesuit side we should mention in particular Francisco LAINEZ, Defensio Indicarum missionum, Madurensis nempe, Maysurensis et Carnatensis, edita occasione decreti ab illustrissimo domino patriarcha Antiocheno domino Carolo Maillard de Tournon visitatore apostolico in Indiis Orientalibus lati (Roma 1710). This book is extremely rare; until now I have been able to find it only in two Roman institutions, the library of the Institutum Historicum Societatis Iesu and the Biblioteca Casanatense. An anti-Jesuit treatise that played a role in the genesis of European indology is the manuscript La religion des Malabars, written by Jean-Jacques Tessier de Quéralay (1668 Quéralay ( -1736 , procurator in Pondichéry of the Missions Etrangères de Paris at the beginning of the 18 th century. His work is still unpublished, but a detailed study is offered by DHARAMPAL, Religion des Malabars (see n. 2).
the Chinese Empire 6 . By interpreting Confucianism as a moral system without any religious implications, Ricci could claim that the Chinese Christians need not give up customs such as celebrations in honour of Confucius or ritualised demonstrations of respect towards one's ancestors. Moreover, Christian concepts were expressed not by Chinese phonetic adaptations of Portuguese or Latin terms, but by finding within the Chinese lexicon words that translated the theological notions of the new faith 7 . God could be then translated as Tien (Tiān), even though the literal meaning of this word was "Heaven", which did not necessarily imply the notion of a personal God. The Jesuit missionaries learned classical Chinese and presented themselves as mandarins. Thanks to these various forms of adaptation and to their advanced expertise in science and technology, the Jesuits were admitted to the imperial court, whence they were not dislodged even when persecutions were instituted against Christianity in the whole of China.
Inspired by the success of Ricci and building on principles set down by Alessandro Valignano (1539-1606), Jesuit Visitor to the missions of the East Indies, a new experiment was undertaken in the internal regions of South India by a third Italian Jesuit, Roberto Nobili (1577 Nobili ( -1656 8 . He established himself in 1606 in Madurai, a major political and cultural centre, but then extended his mission to various regions of what is today called Tamil Nadu. In the case of the Madurai mission, the local system to which Christianity was adapted was not a moral and public ethos such as Confucianism, but the social system of caste hierarchies 9 . If Europeans had been considered It is important to stress that the adaptation in the Madurai mission was less concerned with cultural differences than with a non-European system of social distinctions. In this respect the accommodatio, at least in the Indian context, cannot be understood as a prefiguration of the modern missiological notion of "inculturation".
until then as low as the paṛaiyār (pariahs), the outcastes 10 , Nobili presented himself as a Roman rāja (king, aristocrat) who had chosen the life of a saṃnyāsin, a penitent 11 . In contrast with the practice followed in the Estado da Índia, Nobili allowed to his high-caste neophytes certain signs of social distinction such as the punūl (a thread hanging from the shoulder) 12 , the kuḍumi (a tuft of hair on the head) 13 and the tilakas (signs drawn on the forehead) made out of sandal paste 14 . He also conceded the use of ritualized baths, performed before eating or attending religious services, arguing that they were done for the sake of hygiene and not because they were interpreted as forms of spiritual purification. These rituals caused furious debates both among Jesuits and between the Jesuits and other religious orders. Eventually the rites of the Madurai missions, not yet labelled "Malabar Rites", were approved on 31 January 1623 by Gregory XV in the constitution Romanae sedis antistes, although the Jesuit missionaries were invited by the pope to do their best so as to remove from the Indian neophytes any form of contempt against the paṛaiyār 15 . The Chinese Rites continued to be debated, with varying intensity, all throughout the seventeenth century, whereas the method of the Madurai mission, extended also to the regions of Mysore (now Karnataka) and the Carnatic (now northern Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh) did not draw major 17 . His single most important act was precisely the decree Inter graviores, with which he banned a number of rites allowed by the Jesuits to their neophytes. The list of these practices was long and varied and included marriage customs, modifications in the ritual of baptism, the use of ashes to draw signs on the forehead, Indian "translates" used to express Christian notions or as baptismal names, the participation in pagan ceremonies on professional grounds, reading pagan books, taking ritual baths, considering women unable to receive sacraments during their menses and, most importantly, refusing to provide the viaticum to moribund paṛaiyār within their huts. The common trait of all these sundry rituals was a concern for ritual purity. For instance, entering the huts of the paṛaiyār was believed to transmit untouchability and defile one from one's own caste 18 . The Jesuits held that without a strict observance of these rituals, the neophytes in the missions of Madurai, Mysore and the Carnatic would be persecuted for breaching the law of the country and would eventually turn back to paganism. Tournon's decree was confirmed in 1706 by the Holy Office, in 1712 by Clement XI, in 49 (1937) 632-649; 50 (1938) 63-77, 220-239; 51 (1939) 22 . Norbert's historiographical contributions were different inasmuch they had a more practical nature and were aimed mainly at the goal of promoting himself by means of a violent attack against the Society of Jesus. The matter for his endeavour derived from a short missionary experience in Pondichéry, where he lived between 1737 and 1740, taking part in various conflicts which opposed the Capuchins and the Jesuits. Afterwards he came back to Europe, moving across several countries, changing identities and becoming a famous figure thanks to the credit he achieved through his books.
Norbert arrived in Rome in April 1741 in order to secure papal support mainly on two burning related issues: a final and effective condemnation of the Malabar Rites and the pastoral care of the Indian Christians in Pondichéry. This settlement had been established by the French East India Company in 1674, and its spiritual needs had originally been served by the Capuchins. Once the Jesuits were expelled from the kingdom of Siam after the "Revolution" of 1688 that overthrew king Narai 23 , they sought refuge in Pondichéry, and from there they eventually started the Carnatic mission in the year 1700. On account of their linguistic proficiency in Tamil and other Indian languages, the Jesuits were granted the pastoral care of the Indian neophytes by the bishop of São Thomé de Meliapur (today a residential area of Madras-Chennai, the capital city of the state of Tamil Nadu), whereas the Capuchins were confined to the Christians of European or Luso-Indian origin. The Capuchins never accepted this decision and tried for decades to obtain its reversal.
Norbert started lobbying within the anti-Jesuit milieus of the Roman Curia, securing in particular the protection of Cardinals Neri Maria Corsini (1685-1770) and Domenico Silvio Passionei (1682 Passionei ( -1761 24 . Parallel to these initiatives targeting prominent figures, Norbert also committed himself to creating public awareness about the cause of the Capuchin missionaries in India and their engagement against the allegedly superstitious Malabar Rites supported by the Jesuits. The first important work published by Norbert was the edition of a sermon that he had pronounced in Pondichéry in Overall it was dull reading, whose purpose was mainly to provide authoritative proof that the Jesuits were responsible for all the problems afflicting the eastern missions. The Mémoires historiques of 1744 had the same purpose but were indeed a work of historiography, although a passionate and sectarian one. The book was arranged chronologically and described the history of the missions of South India since 1606, when Roberto Nobili came to Madurai and started to adapt Christianity to the local social and cultural features -an exercise that Norbert described as a conciliation between "the purity of worship and the practices of idolatry" 38 . The Mémoires historiques did not aim at a systematic description of the way the Indian missions developed. For this reason the first book of the work, devoted to the seventeenth century, was focused entirely on the controversy surrounding Nobili's method, resolved in 1623 by Gregory XV, and had little to say about what happened during the second half of the century, when no major conflict took place in the missions. It is remarkable that the second book was devoted completely to a time span as short as 1700-1703, i.e. the period that preceded the advent of Patriarch Tournon to India, during which major clashes occurred between the Jesuits, the Capuchins and other missionaries of Propaganda Fide.
Norbert's conflictual history focused on the missionaries and had little to say about the great mass of the neophytes. For instance, the mission of Madurai alone numbered as many as 200.000 Indian Christians and numerous local catechists, but their voice was absent in Norbert's plethoric account of intestine fights among European clerics. This omission comes as no surprise given the hierarchical relation between missionaries and native Christians that was as indisputable in the eighteenth century as in the first half of the twentieth. history was: "The best causes embarrass the judges if they lack good evidence; the affair this work deals with suffers no such lack. This cause concerns justice and religion" 39 . In other words, Norbert was providing to the supreme judge of the Catholic church, pope Benedict XIV, the evidence that was required in order to condemn the Malabar Rites once and for all. Since this is in fact what the bull Omnium sollicitudinum did, it is necessary to understand why the Holy Office then condemned the Mémoires historiques on 1 April 1745 and on 24 November 1751.
It is clear that a special pressure had been exerted by the Portuguese crown. On 9 March 1745 Benedict XIV wrote to John V a long letter dealing specifically with the implementation in India of Omnium sollicitudinum and the action to be taken against Norbert's book 40 . The pope was replying to a letter from the king dated 4 February, presented by the Portuguese minister in Rome, Manuel Pereira de Sampaio (1689-1750). The pontiff explained that the purpose of the bull had been primarily to solve a doctrinal problem concerning the First Commandment, and only secondarily to end the quarrels among the missionaries in India. He stressed that he had given full attention to all the protests that both Franz Retz (1673-1750), Superior General of the Jesuits, and the Portuguese minister had lodged against Norbert's work, which Benedict XIV judged to be a "bad book". The pope had suggested that Retz denounce the book to the Holy Office. This step had been undertaken, but then the Roman Inquisition had preliminarily claimed that jurisdiction in the case belonged to the Congregation of the Index. Benedict further explained that he had overturned this determination, demanding the examination of the book by a "Thursday Congregation", that is, a meeting of the Holy Office presided by the pope. In that way, explained Benedict, it had been possible to have the case examined in the presence of the pontiff, a situation that did not occur in the Congregation of the Index. The pope added that he expected that some delays could take place in the Holy Office (this was probably an allusion to the supporters of Norbert who belonged to that Congregation), but could also assure the king that the most rigorous justice would be rendered. In the meanwhile he could already confirm that Norbert was no longer in Rome, but hidden in some place in Tuscany where there was "bad air" (probably an area infested by malaria, such as the region of Maremma). The Capuchin had already been deprived of the functions he had held in his order. The pope then addressed the single question that most concerned John V, namely the possible impediment to the beatification of the Jesuit missionary João de Brito (1647-1693) which the publication of Norbert's book might have caused. Brito had belonged to the highest aristocracy of Portugal, and the recognition of his sanctity would have been a major honour for the Lusitan monarchy. Norbert might have prevented such an outcome by stressing that, even if Brito had been killed in the exercise of his missionary activity in the Marava region of South Tamil Nadu, he had also practiced the Malabar Rites. If these were idolatrous, then it would have been impossible to argue that Brito had died as a witness of the Catholic faith. In response to this danger Benedict XIV stressed that, when he had been a consultor in the Congregation of Rites, he himself had initiated the process of beatification for Brito. Moreover, it had been he who, in the first year of his pontificate (1740-1741), had removed the cause from the jurisdiction of the Holy Office, where it had been stopped because of the alleged practice of the Malabar Rites by Brito. On the direct initiative of the pope, the cause had then been sent again to the Congregation of Rites, so as to quickly arrive at a positive outcome. Finally, Benedict XIV expressed a complaint against the form in which Sampaio had represented the dissatisfaction of the Portuguese crown regarding Norbert's book. The excessive emphasis of the Lusitan minister in his "gloomy pleading" (lugubre perorazione) had led the pope to reply to him in a rather "lively" manner (ci hà posto nel cimento di rispondergli con qualche vivacità).
The tension between Lisbon and Rome because of Norbert's book can be seen even in a letter written on 8 June 1745 from Marco Antonio de Azevedo Coutinho, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to Cardinal Neri Maria Corsini. At that time the Mémoires historiques had already been condemned, but still the effects of their publication had not disappeared. In the eyes of the court of Lisbon, Norbert's book was a satire of the Jesuit missionaries, both French and Portuguese, that attacked the martyr João de Brito, the bishop of São Thomé de Meliapur and the Portuguese crown itself. Azevedo specified that John V had not contacted Cardinal Corsini at the time when the crown was engaged in obtaining a condemnation of the Mémoires historiques. However, he was now being addressed because it had been heard that certain supporters of Norbert were trying to obtain an abrogation of the condemnation, while the Capuchin was working towards the publication of a new similar book. In fact Azevedo Coutinho was probably writing to Corsini precisely because it was known that Norbert had been concealed in his palace at the beginning of 1745 41 .
From the letters of Benedict XIV and Azevedo Coutinho it appears that during the first months of 1745 a political struggle had taken place in Rome between the supporters and the opponents of the Père Norbert. The arena for the clash was primarily the Congregation of the Holy Office. The vota of the consultors of the Roman Inquisition who examined Norbert's work can be read as a peculiar form of book reviews, addressing also the extent to which the Capuchin had written a work properly historiographical. Since 1998, when the archives of the former Roman Holy Office were finally opened to scholarly research, it has become possible to better understand the paradox of a work condemned by the Holy Office even though its main declared aim was to support a papal decision. A single archival dossier contains the documentation concerning both condemnations of 1745 and 1751 42 . As mentioned in the pope's letter to John V, the examination of Mémoires historiques had been officially introduced by a petition made by a representative of the Society of Jesus. However, while Benedict XIV had talked with the Superior General of the Jesuits, the denunciation to the Holy Office was presented by the Procurator-General of that order 43 L. 1751 L. , fasc. 5, 191r-v, 201r-v. 44 ACDF, S.O., C.L. 1751 The decree can be found in: Magnum bullarium Romanum seu eiusdem continuatio, quae supplementi loco sit iis, quae praecesserunt, editionibus tum Romanae tum Lugdunensi, 2: Constitutiones Clementis XI., Innocentii XIII. accusing of idolatry missionaries who followed principles set by bishops and prestigious theologians. 4. Norbert had published in print and in vernacular languages infamous accusations against missionaries and neophytes, in such a manner that the "heretics" (i. e. Protestants) would be offered an occasion to denigrate Catholicism.
5. Would a book that accused the Capuchins, pointing at certain friars who indeed had committed crimes, ever be acceptable? Would it not be considered a scandal?
6. Norbert's accusations attacked all the Society of Jesus in general terms. 7. The "heretics" would find grounds in Norbert's book to direct recriminations against the Holy See, which had tolerated missionaries who were now presented as idolaters.
8. Norbert justified the separation in divinis imposed by the Capuchins against the Jesuit missionaries in Pondichéry. According to the ProcuratorGeneral, this implied that the Capuchins had appointed themselves to the function of judges entitled to sanction crimes.
9. Norbert argued that João de Brito could not be canonised because he had practised the Malabar Rites. However, on 2 July 1741 the Congregation of Rites, presided by Benedict XIV, had declared that such an objection did not prevent moving on to the following phase in the process of canonization, i.e. the examination of his martyrdom and miracles.
On 16 September 1744, just four days after the publication of Omnium sollicitudinum, the cardinals of the Congregation of the Holy Office examined the denunciation of Norbert's work lodged by the Jesuit Procurator-General. There was a vote to determine whether such an instance belonged to the jurisdiction of the Holy Office. Four cardinals -Tommaso Ruffo (1663-1753), Luigi Maria Lucini (1665-1745), Fortunato Tamburini (1683-1761) and Neri Maria Corsini -believed that it was not a matter for the Roman Inquisition, whereas three others -Vincenzo Petra (1662-1747), Antonio Saverio Gentili 48 Galli rejected some of the Jesuit claims, in particular the ones that Norbert should have presented a secret denunciation to the Holy Office, and that had violated the prohibition of private censures. First of all, the Jesuits had published books to defend their position, so that the Malabar Rites controversy was already public through their own action; secondly, Galli observed that Innocent XI's ban concerned only doctrines not yet examined by the Holy See, whereas the Malabar Rites were already condemned. However, Galli conceded that Norbert's work presented four important problems:
1. It was untimely: the Malabar Rites controversy had just been resolved by Omnium sollicitudinum, so there was no reason at all to raise new polemics.
2. The book was too bitter in its tone. 3. Norbert leveled charges against his adversaries that were either incredible or unproven.
4. The Capuchin did not respect the partial approval of certain Malabar Rites made by various popes since Gregory XV.
The conclusion that Galli derived from this examination was that Norbert's Mémoires historiques deserved to be banned, whereas no prohibition was required against the Mémoires utiles et necessaires and the Oraison funèbre. However, Galli's position was not immediately accepted by the Holy Office. Under the pretext that the abbot had fallen ill and could not continue working on the case, on 22 October 1744 the books were assigned for revision by another consultor, the Franciscan Lorenzo Ganganelli (1705-1774), later pope Clement XIV (pope 1769-1774), the very pontiff who was to sign the universal suppression of the Society of Jesus into law with the brief Dominus ac redemptor of 21 July 1773 49 . Ganganelli's votum 57 . In this way Lorenzo Ganganelli, a consultor of the Roman Inquisition, found himself in the rather paradoxical position of advocating free historiography and deprecating censorship. At least, we might gloss, when the Jesuits were the target of the historian. The only concession that Ganganelli made to the Jesuit request to ban Norbert's book was that it would have been much better if his work had not been published in Italian and made available to a general public. The reason was that "we live in a time where the communities of the religious are received by the ignorant more with insults than with veneration", and therefore there was no need to cast further light on conflict within the church 58 . Eventually Galli's position prevailed over Ganganelli's, most probably through the direct intervention of Benedict XIV, who did not want to humiliate the Society of Jesus to the extent wished by Norbert. However, the condemnation published on 1 April 1745 was indeed very peculiar. The first reason given for the ban was that the book had been published outside Rome (in Lucca), even though it dealt with matter under the jurisdiction of the Holy Office. Moreover, it should have received permission from the Congregation of Propaganda Fide since it concerned the missions. Finally, it dared to interfere with the beatification of João de Brito, accusing him of having practised the Malabar Rites. The decree specified that there were no reasons to believe that Brito had followed rituals forbidden by the chuch, and that even if this had ever occurred, martyrdom was sufficient to cancel such a fault. It was also specified that no one could have so rude or perverse a mind as to believe that the condemnation of Norbert's work meant an abrogation of the ban on the Malabar Rites. However, nowhere in the inquisitorial decree could one find that Norbert's work was based on false documents or was against truth. This specific aspect is clear also in the votum on the prohibition of the third volume of the Mémoires historiques, issued in 1751 59 by the consultor Giovanni Antonio Bianchi (1686-1768), a Franciscan who had published at that very time a treatise against Pietro Giannone 60 . Bianchi reminded his audience that the ban of 1745 had been declared without even investigating whether Norbert's narrative was trustworthy or false 61 . The consultor then added emphatically that by no means did he want to excuse the Jesuit missionaries 62 . The main point was that Norbert's Mémoires historiques were all notorious libels, whose slanderous quality did not require falsehood, but the simple effect of causing infamy and ignominy to people who were "grave and honoured by the public" 63 . Where Ganganelli had advocated the freedom and duty of the historian to denounce vices (though not in vernacular languages), Bianchi decried that important and respectable people were the target of infamous accusations, regardless of whether these might be true. In 1751 Ganganelli had changed his mind, or perhaps had understood that any support for Norbert was not conducive to a successful career within the Roman Curia -the 59 ACDF, S.O., C.L. 1751, fasc. 5, 301r-354v. 60 Giovanni Antonio BIANCHI, Della potestà e della politia della chiesa trattati due contro le nuove opinioni di Pietro Giannone (6 vols., Roma 1745-1751); the work was directed specifically against Pietro GIANNONE, Dell'istoria civile del regno di Napoli libri XL (4 vols., Napoli 1723 
IV. The documentary limits of Norbert's anti-Jesuitism
It is no surprise that Norbert's historiographical works used an outward documentary rigour in order to foster a distinctively partisan position. Nonetheless such a basic circumstance was not even investigated by the Roman Inquisition, where the Mémoires historiques were eventually condemned not because they contained falsehood, but rather for disclosing embarrassing true facts to ignorant people who might thus be encouraged to hold the clergy in contempt. It is useful, therefore, to consider at least two instances of clear manipulation of facts by Norbert, which the Holy See was either unable or unwilling to ascertain. A major event in Tournon's apostolic visitation of the Indies had been a conflict with the Capuchin missionaries on financial matters. An Armenian Dominican who had died in Madras had left in the custody of these friars a large legacy consisting of alms collected among merchants of his nation in the East in order to support his own convent in Armenia. fact such a claim is incompatible with the position that Tournon expressed in the letters he wrote to Roman Curia, both when he was in India 67 and later when he had reached China 68 . A second example of mystification can be seen in the claim made by Norbert that the French crown had agreed to the exercise by the Patriarch de Tournon of all his jurisdictional powers even within the settlement of Pondichéry 69 . On the contrary, the conseil souverain of the French colony had on 14 January 1716 issued an arrêt invalidating the publication of the Tamil translation of the decree Inter graviores, undertaken in Pondichéry by Claude de Visdelou 70 . If ever the French authorities had wholeheartedly accepted the actions of religious reform undertaken by Tournon, their opposition to the publication in the local language of the prescriptions decided by the patriarch would appear puzzling indeed.
The accumulation of documents and the violence of the accusations raised against the Jesuits should not lead to the conclusion that Norbert was able to exert an unrestrained agency in his own partisan fight. While the support network that sustained him in Rome can explain his access to missionary documents conserved in the archives of Propaganda Fide, it is possible today to see that he was not able to find and publish sources that would have certainly contributed to an even more furious and effective polemic. We can consider three cases that illustrate eloquently the limits of Norbert's anti-Jesuit program.
A first example concerns a document that Norbert knew only through an extract, whereas its entire text could have provided far more ammunition for undermining the stand of the missionaries of the Society of Jesus in India. It has always been well known, mainly thanks to the information given by Norbert himself, that the method of accommodatio experimented by Roberto Nobili in Madurai had been initially disapproved by Cardinal Roberto Bellarmino, whose family was related to Nobili's 71 . Subsequently the prelate became convinced of the value and necessity of adapting Christianity to the local context and played a decisive role in obtaining the approval given by pope Gregory XV in the bull Romanae sedis antistes of 1623. In his Mémoires historiques, Norbert made reference to a specific letter in which Bellarmino severely condemned Nobili's actions 72 . However, Norbert did not provide any specific date, and he quoted only an excerpt. Moreover, no manuscript copy of that letter has so far been found and used by later historians. However, it has now been possible to recover an integral copy of the document among the selection of records of the archives of the Goa Inquisition which, after the suppression of that tribunal, ended up in the National Library of Rio de Janeiro 73 . The document had not previously been identified because in the best currently available inventory of that archival collection, the document was referred to as a letter of Roberto Bellarmino to a certain "Roberto Mobil"! 74 The letter was sent from Rome on 22 November 1611. A comparison between the text in Rio de Janeiro and the one in the Mémoires historiques shows that Norbert was culpable of some strategic omissions, but did not forge the document per se:
"The Gospel of Christ does not need colours and simulations. <In my opinion> [omitted by Norbert] it is less important that the Brahmins are not converted to the faith, than that the Christians do not preach the Gospel freely and sincerely. The preaching of the crucified Christ was foolishness to the Gentiles and a scandal to the Jews, but nonetheless St. Paul and the other apostles did not cease to preach, in the most free way, Christ the crucified. I do not want to dispute on the single points, however I cannot forebear to say that it seems to me that the imitation of the arrogance of the Brahmins is diametrically opposite to the humbleness of our Lord Jesus Christ, and that it seems very dangerous for the faith to keep certain rituals. <However, I have no doubts as to your good intentions> [omitted by Norbert]" 75 . It appears clear that Norbert omitted expressions that could partially nuance the condemnation expressed by Bellarmino. Nonetheless, the substance of the passage was reported without any major changes. If this section of the letter is already extremely important, the remaining part of the document in Rio de Janeiro, not reported by Norbert, is even more interesting. Roberto Nobili, acting as a client of a patron closely linked to him both by family connections and corporate affiliation as a Jesuit confrère, had requested Bellarmino to provide him some financial support for his new mission at Madurai. The reply was sarcastic and expressed very eloquently the cardinal's distance from the approach followed by his young protegé. Bellarmino, with obvious irony, said that it was very difficult for him to satisfy the request as there were many poor people even in Rome, and the Jesuit colleges were deeply in debt, so that they could not help others. Even the pope, notwithstanding his great revenues, was burdened by expenses superior to what he earned. However, Bellarmino -and here he shifted from sarcasm to a very painful reproach -had often considered how at the very beginning of Christianity the apostles had not received subsidies from Jerusalem or Rome, and yet been able to establish churches throughout vast regions. The arm of God had not become shorter in the course of time, and He could provide to His missionaries even if no subsidies came from Rome or Spain 76 . In fact the apostles had been able to obtain whatever they needed thanks to the sanctity of their way of life, and the divine signs and prodigies that gave them great authority. Bellarmino argued -and a concerned reader could not be sure whether the remark was sincere or ironic -that he did not believe that the preachers of his time lacked sanctity of life. The cardinal did not know why God in that time was operating fewer miracles than in the apostolic age, even if the need for conversion was as urgent as at the 76 Until now a possible Spanish dimension of the controversy on the Madurai mission has not been considered by historians. However, given that between 1580 and 1640 Portugal was subject to the house of Habsburg in a dynastic union with Spain, connections are highly probable. In this regard, it may be significant that a copy of a key text of the early 17 (Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, Goa 51, ASV, Congr. Concilio., Relat. Dioec. 288, , as well as in Lisbon (Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo, Armário Jesuítico, liv. 19, . My colleague Jiang Wei, an expert in the history of the Catholic missions to the Far East in the 16 th and 17 th centuries, has now discovered a further copy in Madrid, Archivo Histórico Nacional, Jesuitas, Legajo 271. beginning of Christianity. The only possible conclusion was to acknowledge that the decisions of God were mysterious and that they should be adored and not discussed.
If Bellarmino's letter in its entirety would have considerably helped Norbert in casting a very negative light on Nobili, access to another document conserved in the Rio de Janeiro papers of the Goa Inquisition would have probably caused a great embarrassment to entire Society of Jesus. That document is an authenticated copy of a provision issued by the archbishop of Cranganore, Estevão de Brito (1567-1641), on 6 April 1625. During the eighteenth-century controversy on the Malabar Rites, the Jesuit advocates of accommodatio constantly made reference to a special permission granted to their missionaries by Estevão de Brito. In fact, whilst Romanae sedis antistes allowed the converts of Madurai to wear sandal tilakas on their forehead, no mention was made of the cheaper and more widely used tilakas drawn with ashes. According to Francisco Lainez and Antonio Broglia Brandolini, procurators in Rome for the Jesuit missions of Madurai, Mysore and the Carnatic, those tilakas had been permittted by the archbishop of Cranganore and therefore had to be considered legitimate, at least until a final decision was rendered by the Holy See. However, there was something rather vague about this alleged permission. At the time when Tournon was in Pondichéry, the Jesuits had not been able to present him with an authenticated copy of the grant. In his Defensio Indicarum missionum of 1710, Lainez reported the testimony of the bishop of São Thomé, who claimed that the permission had been given by Estevão de Brito more than 60 years before, i. e. sometime in the 1640s. He also quoted a specific passage of the original provision, as it had been reported in a treatise composed by the French Jesuit Jean-Venance Bouchet (1655-1732) at the time of Tournon's visit 77 . Brandolini, in the first of his two printed works, published in 1724, suggested that the permission had been given when Balthazar da Costa (1610-1673) entered the mission of Madurai around 1640 and began the apostolate of the paṇṭārasvāmi, instead of following the model of Brahmin saṃnyāsin devised by Nobili. This meant that a specific category of missionaries -modelled on Indian mendicant holy men who dealt with ordinary people -would be devoted to the lower castes, those who actually made use of ash tilakas instead of sandal ones. It was also stressed that the decision of Estevão de Brito had been taken on the basis of a commission given from the Holy See and not on his own initiative 78 . Not surprisingly, the 77 LAINEZ, Defensio Indicarum missionum (see n. 5) 545. In his second book, Brandolini could only reply, betraying a clear embarrassment, that the Roman records -either those of the Roman Inquisition or the Vatican archives -were very extensive, and maybe Lucini had not browsed them sufficiently. Moreover, it was also possible that the commission from the Holy See to the archbishop of Cranganore had been sent from Rome through some special expedition and not following ordinary channels. As for India, it was well known that the Dutch had burnt the local Jesuit archives when they conquered Cochin in 1662. Moreover, the few remaining documents had been destroyed when the king of Travancore, Rāma Rāja, burnt down the Jesuit college of Toppo in Malabar 80 . Whilst it might be true that Brandolini did not have access to the original document issued by Estevão de Brito, the discovery of an authenticated copy of it in the Goa Inquisition papers in Rio de Janeiro has the potential to substantially challenge the traditional accounts of the history of the Madurai mission. The document was copied in Goa on 18 September 1650 on the orders of Jerônimo de Sá, governor (that is, vicar general) of the bishopric of São Thomé de Meliapur, from a decree issued 25 years before 81 . It does indeed include the passage quoted by Jean-Venance Bouchet, allowing the use of ash tilakas. However, it also contains something much more interesting. Estevão de Brito states that, having received a positive report from two Jesuit theologians, he has decided to allow to the Brahmin converts of the mission of Madurai two customs which they were not yet willing to give up: on the one hand, burning the dead and burying their ashes; on the other hand, using tilakas made of ashes. In both rituals the missionaries and that anticipated the section of the book cited above, gave the year 1630 were to recite pious prayers that the two Jesuit theologians had to examine and approve beforehand 82 . It should be noted that until now we did not know at all that at the beginning of the Madurai mission the Jesuits had allowed their converts to burn the dead instead of following the universal Catholic practice of inhumation. It is known that at the end of the second century cremation was common among Christians, but "by the fourth century, inhumation had come to be the method of disposal of the dead in the Roman world generally" 83 . Against cremation there were no clear theological reasons, but -as the Jesuit Caspar Hartzheim observed in 1724 -among Christians it was traditional for various reasons to bury the dead in the earth rather than cremating them. First of all, inhumation seemed to agree better with the biblical words Pulvis es et in pulverem reverteris (Genesis 3, 19 -as from the womb of a mother -all human beings had come. Finally, following Thomas Aquinas, it was argued that inhumation fostered among the Christians faith and hope in the resurrection of the body 84 . If inhumation was considered in general terms the proper burial for a Christian, on the other hand cremation was strongly associated in India with Hinduism. From the document found in Rio de Janeiro, it can be seen that just two years after the triumph of Nobili's method, sanctioned by Romanae sedis antistes, the archbishop of Cranganore and the Jesuit missionaries had found it appropriate to extend the practice of adaptation to a new and unprecedented level. Moreover, no reference at all was made in Brito's decree to any commission received from Rome to examine the orthodoxy of ash tilakas. Quite the contrary, it was a decision rendered by a Jesuit archbishop, assisted by two Jesuit theologians, in favour of the Jesuit missionaries of Madurai. It was specified that it was not an approval but a permission to continue the practices of cremation and using ash tilakas, as long as the Holy See or the archbishop of Cranganore himself did not decide otherwise. The omission in Lainez's and Brandolini's writings of any reference to the permission of cremation suggests not only that the practice had been discontinued at some point (probably during the second half of the seventeenth century), but also that by the beginning of the eighteenth century the Jesuits had no interest at all in making it known that in the past they had allowed a funeral practice so different from the one common in the rest of Christianity. Moreover, it was striking that the provision dealt with both the burning of corpses and the use of ash tilakas. It was just too easy -given the arrangement of the document -to imagine that those very ashes smeared on the foreheads were actually the ashes of the dead! As we have seen, the decree of Estevão de Brito is preserved thanks to a copy of it made in 1650. This was done as a consequence of a petition that Roberto Nobili made to Jerônimo de Sá so as to obtain the extension to the diocese of São Thomé de Meliapur of the validity of Romanae sedis antistes. Nobili desired that he and any other padre Bragmane who might come after him should be allowed to enjoy the privileges of the bull of 1623. Moreover, he specified that the missionaries of Madurai governed their converts and punished transgressions not by imposing pecuniary sanctions (as was common in Europe), but by other punishments current in that Indian region. Nobili's petition was initially accepted by Jerônimo de Sá on 8 April 1649. It was specified that the Italian Jesuit would be the parish priest of the Indian Christian community in the Portuguese city and that his parishioners would be subject to the principles of Romanae sedis antistes. He would be allowed to punish them, in case of faults, with "a mild and merciful punishment, in the way that the Christians of Madurai are punished". It is important to notice that Nobili's petition, preserved in the Goa Inquisition papers of the Biblioteca Nacional de Rio de Janeiro, is actually an authenticated copy made by command of Jerônimo de Sá on 18 September 1650. In other words, both this document and the copy of the decree of Estevão de Brito were part of one and the same strategy, devised by the governor of São Thomé de Meliapur, in favour of radical forms of adaptation advocated by the aged Roberto Nobili. However, Jerônimo de Sá sent his decree to the Goa Inquisition to obtain its approval. As provisional head of the bishopric of São Thomé, he could also perform the functions of a commissioner of the Inquisition. On 11 November 1650 the inquisitors in Goa rejected Nobili's request to extend to Meliapur the system of Madurai. The reason was that the Portuguese town did not face the same problems as the Tamil interior, where the Christians often had to disguise their faith in order to escape persecutions. According to the Goan inquisitors, Romanae sedis antistes had been granted with many cautions and conditions. On the other hand, in a somewhat contradictory manner, the practice of adaptation was described by them as the permission to follow "gentile customs and ceremonies". It was specifically said that the cremation and certain funeral rituals allowed in Madurai on the basis of Estevão de Brito's permission were actually done "according to the gentile manner" 85 . While the Goa Inquisition rejected the extension of the method of accommodatio to São Thomé, it did not revoke the permission of ash tilakas and cremation granted by Estevão de Brito to the neophytes of Madurai. In other words, we can conclude that at least between 1625 and 1650 the ecclesiastical authorities allowed the Christians of a mission in the heart of the Tamil country to perform funeral rites that differed greatly from the customs of the universal church, while being almost identical to the ones of the surrounding "pagans".
It is beyond doubt that Norbert could have caused even greater damage to the Society of Jesus if only he had been able to access the archives of the Goa Inquisition. There he would have discovered in its full extent the mistrust that Bellarmino initially held towards Nobili's innovations. In that archive Norbert would have learnt that the alleged pagan leanings of the Jesuits had reached unparalleled heights, by endorsing a practice that could be interpreted as contradicting the dogma of resurrection of the body. Moreover, it would have been very easy for him to draw the conclusion that the Jesuits probably even supported the Hindu belief in metempsychosis: the violent destruction of one individual body would not appear a serious problem if each soul would reincarnate in innumerable bodies in the course of time. By recognizing Norbert's incapacity to collect all the possible evidence against the Jesuits, we now realize the limits of his polemical agency. He knew too well that "the best causes embarrass the judges if they are deprived of good evidence". For that purpose he put together a plethoric collection of sources that eventually gained him the reputation of a trustworthy authority. It is now possible to see not only that his collection contained predictable manipulations, but also that it did not include documents that would have made his polemics even more effective. However, the measure of his initial success can be seen by the fact that the Roman Inquisition prosecuted him mainly because he was making known to the wider world scandals which they were willing to believe had really taken place. While he was probably neither a new Prosper of Aquitaine nor a historian following the rules of Mascardi, nonetheless Norbert achieved his ambition of entirely occupying the historiographical field on the Malabar Rites controversy. From being a collection of historical sources to be critically examined, Norbert's workwith its threatening abundance of documents -has been able to obtain the status of a historiographical narrative. Only with a thorough study of the Malabar Rites controversy, no longer focused on finding bonnes preuves for a verdict decided in advance, will we be able to understand Norbert's polemical historiography as a source to be critically investigated.
Und die deutsche Zusammenfassung? Entfällt die?

